Marquette University Jazz Ensembles Concert
Thursday, November 19, 2020
8 pm
Varsity Theatre

PROGRAM

Fax about Sacts
Tom Krahn and Greta Olson, soprano saxophone
Emily Seidl and Christopher Purney, alto saxophone
Alexander Berkhout and Aleks Hromic, tenor saxophone
John Ronsman, baritone saxophone
Gavin Block, piano
Alex Markewycz, guitar
Rade Latinovich, bass
Tim Day, drums

Gordon Goodwin

You Made Me Love You
Monaco/McCarthy/Kingston

That’s a Plenty
Pollack/Kingston

Kristina Viegut and Edmund Lazzari, trumpet
Bailey Lewis and Max Schmidt, trombone
Elijah Bradley, drums

Monaco/McCarthy/Kingston

Just a Closer Walk with Thee
traditional/Braud

Do Whatcha Wanna
traditional/Braud

Thomas Guiard, trumpet
Emily Seidl, soprano saxophone
Timothy Goodwin, tenor saxophone
Michael Karris, trombone
John Ronsman, tuba
Timothy Day, drums

C Jam Blues
Duke Ellington

All the Things You Are
Hammerstein/Kern

Alexander Berkhout, tenor saxophone
Gavin Block, piano
Rade Latinovich, bass
Josh Anderson, drums
The Royal Tomatoes

Greta Olson, soprano saxophone
Andrew Fairbank and Brendan Illing, alto saxophone
Joseph Connelly and Timothy Goodwin, tenor saxophone
Mariam Reichert, baritone saxophone

Gordon Goodwin

Big Spender

Coleman/Christensen

Blue Monk

Thelonious Monk

Mission: Impossible Theme

Schifrin/Berry

Michael Karris, Daniel Parks, Bailey Lewis, and Max Schmidt, trombones
Caitlin Martinez, piano
Matthew Fritts, bass
Josh Anderson, drums